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Customer Standing Committee
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Monthly report on performance PTI
Mostly “Excellent”, sometimes “Satisfactory”

Upcoming:
- SLE changes & Remedial Action Procedure
- Results CSC Charter review
ccNSO as Decisional Participant

ECA appointee: Stephen Deerhake

ccNSO Guideline: Rejection Action Petition Process
ccNSO Council Activities
Major Council decisions Q 4 2017

- ccNSO will NOT participate in RDS/WHOIS2
- Participation in WT 5
- Council Statement on Operating Standards Specific Reviews
- Actions to understand the impact from the use of Emoji as Second Level Domain names
  - Study Group & check current language in FT and overall policy
- Requirements for NomCom appointees to the Council
ccNSO Activities
PDP Retirement of ccTLDs
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Participants:
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Marita Moll
Rasheed Tamton

Observers and Experts:
Elise Gerich
Naëla Sarras
Kim Davies
Vadim A. Mikhaylov
Olivier Girard

ISO3166 Expert:
Jaap Akkerhuis

Staff Support:
Bart Boswinkel
Kim Carlson

*SOIs have been linked if an individual has one on file or if their individual SOAC requires one.

Terminology
Retirement Scenarios
Work plan

https://community.icann.org/display/ccnsowkspc/Policy+Development+Process+%28PDP%29+Retirement
Participation in
WT5  GNSO PDP Subsequent procedures

- New Era: participating as ccNSO in GNSO PDP
- Terms of Reference still to be completed
- Safeguards decision making: To be further discussed in San Juan
- Fall-back position: Current Applicant Guidebook, including exclusion of C & T as gTLDs
- Topic meeting ccNSO-GAC & ccNSO- GNSO
ccNSO Meeting Strategy Review

• Review of the current meeting format
• Survey of ccTLDs
• Consultation with ccTLDs & work session in San Juan
• Includes review of the role of the Programme WG, # of meetings etc.
ccNSO Meeting Strategy Review

Your view is needed!
Major sessions Sunday 11- Thursday 15 March

- Sunday: WGs day
- Monday: Tech Day, Cross-community sessions & 1st Public Forum
- Tuesday & Wednesday: ccNSO meeting days
  - Includes session with GAC & ICANN Board
- Wednesday: Public ccNSO Council meeting
- Thursday: PDP WG meeting, 2nd Public Forum & ICANN Board meeting
Hot topics on our agenda in San Juan:

• Policy & Policy related work
  • Retirement of ccTLD & Country and Territory names
  • Legal Session: Impact of GDPR on WHOIS ccTLDs: perspectives from 3 regions
• ccNSO Meeting Strategy work session
• Use of emoji as second level domains: Security and Stability concerns: Tech Day and Members Day
• ccNSO Rejection Action Petition Procedure or How to Stop some ICANN’s decisions?
Thank you!